
ANNEX 4 

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
FOR CONDUCTING OF THE 4TH EUROPEAN WEIGHT KYOKUSHIN KARATE CHAMPIONSHIP 

WKB IN THE SECTIONS “KUMITE” AND “KATA”  
among children, youngsters (male and female), adults (male and female) and seniors (male and female) 

December 09-12, 2021.  
1. Filling of applications is conducted till 20.10.2021 according to the webside: https://karateonline.pl/4ewkkc 
2. At the credentials committee each participant must have: identity document;parental agreement (for underage), 
consent to           compete, valid physical examination from sports’ doctor, insurance, COVID-19 declaration. 
3. The fees for participating in the 4th European Weight Kyokushin Karate Championship WKB in the sections 
“Kumite” and “Kata” among children, youngsters (male and female), adults (male and female) and seniors are:  
 

MEN, WOMEN SENIORS JUNIORS 
kumite                - 40 € 
kata                - 40 € 
kumite and kata - 60 € 

kumite                - 40 € 
kata                - 40 € 
kumite and kata - 60 € 

kumite                            - 40 € 
kata                            - 40 € 
kumite and kata             - 60 € 

Participants of European Championships enter the competition by paying the starting fee which covers a part of 
organization costs. Starting fee covers lunch.  
 
4. Athletes perform wearing a clean gi with Kyokushin Karate symbols on it, belt of appropriate degree and 
protective equipment.  
The tournament will be held in cup system. The fighters must have following protectors:  
 

CATEGORY REQUIRED PERSONAL 
PROTECTORS 

REQUIRED PROTECTORS PROVIDED 
BY ORGANISER 

Juniors 8-11 years old 

- White Shin Pads covering the feet 
- White finger- cut gloves, knee 
pads 
- Men- groin cups 

- Hogo (torso protector) 
- Face protecting helmet (lattice) 

Juniors 12-17 years old 

- White Shin Pads covering the feet 
- White finger- cut gloves, 
- knee pads 
- Men – Groin cups 
- Women- – breast protector; 
divided foam cups and elastic shirt 

- Helmet   

Seniors 

- White Shin Pads covering the feet 
- White finger- cut gloves 
- Men – Groin cups 
- Women – breast protector; divided          
foam cups and elastic shirt 

- Helmet   

+ 18 years old 
- Men – Groin cups 
- Women - White Shin Pads covering the feet, breast protector; divided          
foam cups and elastic shirt 

The Organiser doesn’t provide the required personal protectors. Required knee protectors in semi contact 
categories 8-17 years old. The protectors will also be sold before the competition for 10 €. 
 
5. Each team must necessarily provide at least one representative for the refereeing. The uniform for judges: 
white shirt with short sleeves, dark blue tie, dark pants, personal whistle. The absence of team representative for 
judgment makes it impossible for a representative of such team to complain about competition organization or any 
decision made by it. Judges and the representatives of the teams should obligatorily take part in judicative 
seminar before competition. After listening to the seminar special badge is given which allows the coach and team 
representatives to be on tatami with their athlete.                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
6. All questions regarding accommodation can be sent to the e-mail address 4european@karatelezajsk.pl  until 
October 30, 2021 

 


